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The Importance of Aesthetics in Mobile App
Development

When creating anything, we often do it with aesthetics in mind. Aesthetics refers to a person or
thing’s pleasant or positive appearance. Aesthetics are especially important for a brand’s
website and/or mobile app design because beauty, artistic impact, or visual appeal could be the
difference between an engaged or disengaged visitor.

Although aesthetics are primarily associated with the look of something, the look and feel, its
user experience, you’re going for in your mobile app is important to the development process.
Your mobile app’s design should tell a story through look, feel, and function.

What exactly should be factored in when trying to create an aesthetically pleasing mobile app?
Let’s discuss eight key characteristics of an aesthetically pleasing mobile app.
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8 Key Characteristics of an Aesthetically Pleasing Mobile App
Every decision you make regarding the development and design of your mobile app should be
people-centered. Does the app do what it says it’s going to do for visitors?

The following eight characteristics contribute to a smart mobile app design that allows users to
have a pleasant and positive experience.

Implement advanced technology features
We’re constantly creating technology that eases our everyday experiences. An aesthetically
pleasing mobile app should incorporate advanced technology features to keep up with the
growing expectations of visitors.

Consider implementing features like:

● Voice and image search
● Chatbots
● Live streaming
● Live chats
● Online customer-service platform
● Virtual reality experiences
● Online classes or training sessions
● Advanced payment options like mobile wallet or cryptocurrency
● Video search options

Your app should also offer the same experience across all channels, devices, and platforms.
Consider using artificial intelligence and machine learning to predict and track the behaviors of
visitors to offer them a more personalized experience.

Simplified use of color
Color scheme significantly influences your mobile app’s appeal to visitors. Colors are perceived
differently by each person according to their personality, individual experiences, age, gender,
and culture. Failing to use the right colors in your design can turn off visitors and dissuade them
from engaging with your brand.

This is why it’s extremely important to factor in all of the above as they pertain to your target
audience and choose a color scheme specifically appealing to them. If your audience is 18- to
25-year-olds who consider themselves “rebels,” a bold color scheme may be appropriate. If your
audience is 60- to 85-year-olds who aren’t tech-savvy, a simple color scheme may be best.
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On websites, variety and experimentation are acceptable. With mobile apps, minimalism and
cleanliness are best.

Typography is a priority
The font isn’t the only thing to decide on when it comes to typography for your app. Text length,
kerning, style, weight, and size all contribute to the perfect typography.

Websites allow for varied use of fonts and displays of text, but it’s best to be as clean as
possible in a mobile app.

The small screens on mobile devices do better with one font. Find the right one and stick with it.
If you have to use more than one, don’t go beyond two.

User experience matters more than good looks
Visitors may love the look of your site, but if it’s slow to load or difficult to navigate, they won’t
stay long and will be less likely to return. If they can’t read the font, they can’t absorb your
content. If their eyes can’t adjust to your wild color scheme, they won’t spend more than a few
seconds on your site.

Your mobile app aesthetic is a combination of look and feel. Does your app not only look good
but feel good to use? If not, it may be time to hire a software developer to improve it. A software
developer is going to have the skills necessary to focus on your users’ needs, including how
they want your app to look and feel. A good software developer can analyze the data you
provide, create what you need, and continue to monitor its performance.

A mobile app that prioritizes usability, as well as visual appeal, may:

● Implement a simple, yet significant user interface
● Remove any complexities
● Prioritize app stickiness
● Ensure accessibility
● Offer a seamless navigation experience

Make your app more attractive while keeping user experience at the forefront of the design and
development process.

Consistent with brand image
Many brands make the mistake of not being consistent across all of their platforms. Aesthetically
pleasing mobile apps consider their brand’s image and ensure their design lines up with it. Your
brand image should be consistent across all of the digital platforms you use, including your
mobile app.
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People should be able to open your mobile app and immediately recognize the aesthetic from
your social media, website, or store, and any other way around. Use all the appropriate
branding throughout your platforms.

Everything is in real-time
There’s nothing more annoying than downloading a mobile app and getting the same content
over and over again. Many brands offer an app that doesn’t provide much depth or opportunity
to interact in real-time.

People have become accustomed to real-time engagement and content that addresses their
immediate needs. While constant updates of content are expected by many users, they aren’t
necessarily the smartest choice; they can end up irritating users instead.

People expect:

● consistency
● customizable features
● relevant content options
● a variety of unique events
● product/service solutions, and
● the ability to engage with other users and your brand

So, give it to them.

Only relevant, valuable content is offered
Visitors like their content all value, hold the fluff. Because people are absorbing content at a
rapid rate, competition for their attention is stiff. Your mobile app should consist of content that’s
relevant and structured in a way that your audience likes and can comprehend.

Ensure your content is valuable to your target audience. People don’t download video-sharing
apps to read a bunch of words. They don’t download a magazine app to watch a bunch of
videos. Give them what they’re expecting, but truly shoot to exceed their content expectations.

Bulleted lists, charts, subheadings, short paragraphs, and small bites of content should be used
heavily throughout any written content you offer.

The overall layout design is intentional
Many app developers out there have fallen victim to investing way too much time on one section
of their app and neglecting the rest. The overall layout of your content, media, and features
should be intentional and indicative of a positive aesthetic.
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Ensure your overall mobile design layout is appealing by offering:

● A seamless checkout experience
● A wishlist or favorite button
● Easy entry and exit of your app
● Images and video that compliment content
● Unique button icons
● Navigation bar
● Clear and concise text

Ultimately, everything on your mobile app should be quickly accessible and seamlessly
engaging. Each element should be intentionally placed to please the eye and ease navigation.

Final Thoughts
Aesthetics are crucial to developing and maintaining a successful mobile experience. The
design and development processes should ensure everything fits together nicely, can be quickly
accessed, easily navigated, and even easier on the eyes.

Prioritizing user engagement and user retention will ensure your app is developed with an
aesthetic that’s appealing to your target audience.


